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We present evidence of axial banding in rotated, binary granular beds comprising particles of equal size
but differing material density. It is demonstrated that the presence of differing particle densities alone may
produce limited, localized axial segregation arising due to end-wall effects, but that true axial banding, i.e.,
axial segregation patterns pervading the full extent of the system may be induced through the use of a
rotating tumbler whose internal geometry comprises alternating convex and concave segments. The
segregation patterns formed are observed to be stable and reproducible, unlike the unpredictable,
metastable banding typically observed in systems containing particles differing in size. Moreover, we
demonstrate that, by varying the axial extent and positioning of the individual convex and concave
segments, the system geometry may be deliberately tuned in order to directly control both the positions and
the widths of the axial bands produced—a finding with significant potential benefits for a range of
industrial processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Granular segregation

The segregation [1] of granular media, whereby particles
with differing geometric [2–4] or material [5,6] properties
spontaneously separate, is a fascinating phenomenon
crucial to numerous natural and industrial processes [7–10].
The tendency for differing “species” of particle to

segregate may be exceedingly problematic in some
instances, yet highly desirable—or even necessary—in
others. For example, in the pharmaceutical industry, the
demixing of excipient and active ingredient during the
processing of medicines may carry serious, even dangerous,
consequences [9]. Conversely, the presence of granular
segregation is crucial to processes such as the reclamation
of valuablematerials frompotentially hazardouswaste or the
separation of precious ores in the mining industry [11,12].
Whether its action is to help or hinder a given process, it is

well known that a strong understanding of granular segre-
gation is vital to the function of numerous industrial proc-
esses. However, to date, granular segregation remains—in a
majority of scenarios—surprisingly poorly understood.
One example of a segregative process which is both

poorly understood and of significant industrial relevance is
the axial banding of granular media housed in horizontally
rotating “drums” or “tumblers.” The rotating-drum setup is
widely used in a number of diverse industries, including
the automotive, ceramics, chemical, construction, food,
mining, and pharmaceutical sectors, where they perform

operations such as crushing, heating, deburring, grinding,
mixing, and separating. Clearly, an improved knowledge of
these systems, their fundamental behaviors, and the man-
ners in which these behaviors may be influenced and
controlled is highly desirable [9].

B. Segregation in horizontally rotated drums

When housed in a horizontally rotating drum, a geom-
etry often used in industrial settings [13,14] and relevant
to numerous research fields [15], particles exhibit both
radial and axial segregation. Binary systems demonstrating
radial segregation typically form a “core” (see Fig. 1)
predominated by one of the two species present, and an
outer region comprising, largely, particles of the second
species [16–18]. For adequately long drums, a system may
also separate axially, producing a series of “bands,” each
primarily composed of a single particle type [19–22].
While both radial and axial segregation have been studied
extensively, the majority of previous investigations
focused on systems whose constituents differ solely in
size (“s systems”) [19–22] or in both size and density (“s-d
systems”) [18,23–25]. Research concerning “d systems,”
wherein particle species differ solely in their densities
[26–28], meanwhile, remains comparatively limited.
Prior studies have shown that, in s systems, smaller

particles will typically form a radial core, while d systems
will instead produce a core of heavier particles—although
density segregation is generally assumed to be somewhat
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weaker than size segregation [25,29]. Recent simulation
work [30,31] has indeed shown this assumption to be valid,
demonstrating that the segregative behaviors of a system of
particles possessing an equal size ratio and density ratio will
be dominated by size effects. In such s-d systems, smaller
and denser particles are found to segregate more strongly
than for the equally dense case, while increasing the density
of larger particles reduces segregation [18,24,25,29–31].
The similar behaviors observed for both system types
suggest a parallel between the s and d systems, and hence
also the density- and size-driven segregation mechanisms.
Indeed, it is generally assumed that s systems and d systems
can be expected to exhibit a generally similar segregative
phenomenology [32,33], i.e., that qualitative observations of
the former can be generalized to the latter.
However, recent studies of d systems provide strong, but

as yet unheeded, implications that this may not be the case.
Most notably, the experimental work of Sanfratello and
Fukushima [26] demonstrates a distinct absence of axial
banding in d systems despite exploring a wide range of
density ratios. This absence was observed even for systems
and parameter sets shown to produce strong banding in
equivalent s systems. A similar lack of axial banding was
observed in the simulations and experiments of Pereira and
co-workers [25,27], with any segregation in the axial
direction limited to the vicinity of the system’s end walls
[34]. Indeed, true axial banding in d systems (i.e., axial
segregation pervading the entire system) has never been
observed in experiment or simulation.

C. The influence of system geometry

In this paper, we observe density-driven axial banding.
Specifically, we show that simply by altering the geometry
of the system in which particles are housed, we are able to
induce strong, clear axial bands in systems where such
segregation is, under otherwise identical conditions, entirely
absent.
The exploitation of system geometry as a means of

influencing the segregative and/or mixing behaviors of a
granular bed has previously been explored by several

researchers. For example, the 2001 work of Hill et al.
[35] studied circular and square tumblers, finding the system
geometry to directly affect the observed rate of axial-band
formation within a bidisperse-by-size granulate. In 2006,
Meier et al. [36] conducted experiments using square,
pentagonal, and elliptical drum geometries, showing the
differing geometries to affect the form of the radial segre-
gation patterns formed by an s system. This matter was later
studied theoretically by Christov et al. [37], who focused
specifically on the square and elliptical cases. In 2010,
Prasad and Khakhar [38] studied the mixing of a mono-
disperse bed of particles, differentiated only by their color-
ing, in drums with various differing internal cross sections,
namely, a square, a star, and a circle with either two or four
triangular “wedges.” It was observed that the use of non-
circular cross sections acted, in some cases, to markedly
increase the rate of mixing within the system. The 2015
paper of González et al. [39] studied the case of s systems
with nonuniform internal geometries, specifically exploring
a system comprising adjacent regions of pentagonal and
pentagramal cross sections. The paper demonstrated that a
bidisperse-by-size granular bed housed in such a tumbler
would invariably undergo axial segregation, with smaller
particles dominating the pentagramal segment of the system
and larger particles the pentagonal region. The work was
later extended to a range of other axially nonuniform
geometric pairings [40].
Despite the appreciable volume of literature pertaining to

the segregation and mixing of granular materials in non-
circular tumblers there exist no prior works in which the
impact of system geometry on density-driven segregation
has been explored.
In this work, we utilize a series of systems similar to

those originally implemented by González et al. [39] to
provide insight into the role of system geometry in the
segregation of bidisperse-by-density particle beds. Our
findings provide a fascinating physical insight into the
systems studied, which may potentially prove highly
valuable to a variety of industrial processes where the
separation of particles or powders is a necessity.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. The experimental system

Our experimental system comprises a bed of
N particles, composed of N=2 4.0-mm-diameter glass
(ρ ¼ 2500 kgm−3) and N=2 steel (ρ ¼ 7850 kgm−3)
spheres housed in a container which is rotated horizontally
about its central axis. Since all spheres possess equal
diameters, the denser particles are, by definition, more
massive; thus, for brevity, we denote steel particles as
species h (“heavy”) and glass as l (“light”).
The choice of particle size and material is based on

several considerations. First, as particle friction has been
previously shown to induce segregation in rotated

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing the typical delineation of
the free-flowing and “bulk” regions of a rotated granular bed
housed in a simple cylindrical container.
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granulates [5], we choose particles with similar frictional
coefficients in order to isolate, as far as possible, the
density-driven segregation mechanism in which our interest
lies. For similar reasons, we also choose particles with
similar restitution coefficients (ε ∼ 0.9). The large size and
(hence) the mass of particles are chosen in order to render
any air effects negligible, again reducing the number of
factors which may obscure the role of particle-density
differences in the segregation observed. Finally, we utilize
readily available materials commonly used in scientific
research, meaning that our results are both comparable with
prior studies and easily reproducible by other researchers.
Particles are added to the system as an initially random

mixture of the h and l species. However, tests conducted in
which the particles are instead sequentially added (i.e., h
followed by l or l followed by h, resulting in an initially
highly heterogeneous bed) are found to produce the same
final steady-state distributions as equivalent, initially ran-
domly distributed cases.
The container is constructed from a series of 9-mm

axial segments, laser cut to producevarious different internal
geometries. The geometries of the various laser-cut seg-
ments, pictured in Fig. 2, correspond to simple, regular
polygons with vertices numbering between 3 and 6, all of
which are circumscribed on a circle of radius R ¼ 125 mm.
By utilizing differing combinations of segments, it is

possible to explore the effect of system length and internal
geometry on our binary systems. In this work, our
particular interest lies in the construction of systems with
internal geometries which are nonuniform in the axial
direction. The simple case of a system whose cross section
sharply transitions from pentagonal to pentagramal at the
axial center of the drum is depicted schematically in Fig. 3.
However, it is also possible to construct more-complex
tumbler geometries in which the internal cross section
repeatedly switches between concave and convex regions.
In order to ensure consistency, the systems explored

which utilize a simple, uniform, cylindirical internal
geometry such as that depicted in Fig. 1 are also con-
structed from a series of laser-cut segments.

In this paper, due to the time limitations inherent to the
use of the positron-emission-particle-tracking (PEPT) tech-
nique, our quantitative analysis focuses primarily on a
single pairing of convex-concave cross-section geometries.
Specifically, we explore various combinations of pentago-
nal and pentagramal cross sections, as the pentagon repre-
sents the simplest convex polygon for which there exists a
regular concave equivalent. Nonetheless, valuable qualita-
tive information is also gained via visual observations of
systems possessing differing combinations of internal
geometry, in addition to limited additional PEPT data.
Unless otherwise specified, the drum is rotated at a

constant 25 rpm (ω ¼ 2.6 rad s−1), giving a Froude number
Fr ¼ ½ðω2RÞ=g� ¼ 0.052. As such, the system can be
expected to lie within the continuously avalanching
dynamic regime [41], an expectation confirmed both
visually and through our experimental data.
Experiments are conducted over a period ≥ 7200 s,

corresponding to a minimum of 3000 revolutions. Since
axial segregation typically occurs in Oð10Þ–Oð100Þ revo-
lutions [25,32,42,43], this duration ismore than adequate for
our system to reach a steady, axially banded state—if such a
state is indeed achievable. A majority of experiments use a
filling fraction f ¼ 1

3
; N is adjusted to maintain a constant f

for all geometries used. The mean “concentration” or
relative volume fraction, ϕh

m, of h particles, i.e., the fraction
of the particles within the system as awhole belonging to the
h species, is varied in the range 0.1 ≤ ϕh

m ≤ 0.9.

FIG. 2. Photographic image showing the different laser-cut
internal geometries of the 9-mm axial segments used to form our
systems.

FIG. 3. Schematic diagrams representing an axially nonuniform
system comprising adjacent convex (pentagonal) and concave
(pentagramal) regions. The upper figure shows the system in the
x-y plane, where one may more clearly see the geometries used,
while the lower image provides a three-dimensional view
emphasizing the axial nonuniformity of the systems employed.
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B. Data acquisition: Positron-emission
particle tracking

One of the major difficulties hampering the study of axial
banding in rotated granular systems is that simple, optical
techniques cannot reliably image the interior of the system
under investigation. The opacity of these systems to light in
the visible spectrum not only makes it impossible to
visualize the internal dynamics but also restricts knowledge
of the segregation pattern itself, as one is typically unable to
determine whether the observed bands are simply surface
phenomena or if their presence extends deeper within
the bed.
In order to overcome this issue, we acquire data using

positron emission particle tracking, a nonintrusive technique
which tracks a single, radioactively labeled tracer particle in
three-dimensional space with submillimeter accuracy and
millisecond-scale temporal resolution, even within the
interior of deep, dense, and/or opaque systems [44].
In this work, where the bed to be explored is bidisperse,

we utilize both glass and steel tracers. Glass tracers are
irradiated using a helium-3 beam produced by the
University of Birmingham’s in-house cyclotron. When
exposed to the beam, oxygen atoms within the glass
(SiO2) particles are converted to the βþ-emitting radioiso-
tope 18F via the reactions

16Oð3He; pÞ18F ð1Þ
and

16Oð3He; nÞ18Ne → 18F: ð2Þ
For the steel particles, iron atoms are converted to 55Co,
also a positron emitter, via exposure to a high-energy
proton beam:

56Feðp; 2nÞ55Co: ð3Þ
The βþ ions emitted by our activated particles will
annihilate rapidly with electrons within the dense media
of the tracers used, producing pairs of γ rays whose
trajectories are separated by 180� 0.5°. Since the γ photons
are emitted effectively “back to back,” if both members of a
γ-ray pair interact with the opposing faces of the dual-
headed positron camera utilized in our experiments, it is
possible to algorithmically reconstruct the path followed by
the photons. Thus, for an adequately large number of
detections, it is possible to determine the intersection point
of multiple such reconstructed paths, and thus to determine
the position of our tracer. Owing to the high activities
utilized in our experiments, particle locations may be
calculated in rapid succession, allowing the motion of
the tracer particle to be accurately recorded.
The activated tracers utilized are physically identical to

others of the same species within our system, meaning that
for ergodic, steady-state systems such as those explored

here, the time-averaged motion of a single tracer may
be used to extract a variety of one-, two-, and three-
dimensional fields corresponding to the behavior of the
system as a whole [45]. The PEPT technique has been
successfully applied to a wide range of systems, both dilute
and dense, including numerous studies involving rotating-
drum systems such as those explored here [39,40,46–49].
Comparison with other experimental and computational
methods [39,50,51] has clearly shown the ability of PEPT
to accurately capture the dynamics and segregative behav-
iors of these systems.
Below, we describe in detail the manners in which the

fields most relevant to the current study may be extracted
from PEPT data.

1. Determining particle-density fields

Consider a horizontally rotated, monodisperse granular
bed which contains a single tracer particle, identical to all
others in the bed. If the system is allowed to reach and
maintain a dynamic steady state for an adequately long
period of time, the tracer can be expected to have explored
the entire system.
If we subdivide the experimental volume into a series of

equally sized three-dimensional “cells,”we can measure the
time spent by the tracer within each of these individual cells
and, from there, determine the local “residence fraction”,
FR, i.e., the fraction of time spent by the tracer within a
given cell.
For an ergodic, steady-state system, the particle density

corresponding to any given cell is directly proportional to
the residence fraction, meaning that the local particle
(number) density within the ith cell of the system can
be simply determined as

nðiÞ ¼ NFRðiÞ
Vc

; ð4Þ

where N is the total number of particles in the system as a
whole and Vc is the volume of a cell.
With a known three-dimensional distribution of particle

densities within the system, it is now trivial to compute one-
or two-dimensional particle-density distributions simply by
depth averaging through the relevant dimension(s).

2. Determining species concentration distributions

For systems containing Nspecies distinct species of par-
ticle, it is possible to determine a particle-density distri-
bution, as described in Sec. II B 1, for each species
individually by conducting Nspecies identical repeat experi-
ments, each using a different tracer.
In the current case of Nspecies ¼ 2, we therefore conduct

two identical runs for each data set, one utilizing a glass
tracer and the other steel, producing two distinct particle-
density fields. With this information at hand, the relative
volume fraction or concentration, ϕ, of a given species at
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any given point in the system (i.e., in the ith cell) can be
determined as

ϕhðiÞ ¼
nhðiÞ

nhðiÞ þ nlðiÞ
; ϕlðiÞ ¼

nlðiÞ
nhðiÞ þ nlðiÞ

; ð5Þ

where the subscripts h and l denote, respectively, heavy and
light particle species. By performing this calculation for all
cells in the system and appropriately depth averaging the
data produced, two-dimensional concentration distributions
such as those depicted in Fig. 6 may be produced.
With a known particle concentration distribution, it

is also possible to provide a simple scalar value, the
segregation intensity (Is) through which one may quantify
the degree of segregation exhibited by a system. The
segregation intensity is defined as

Is ¼
1

Imax
s

�XNc

i¼1

ðϕi
j − ϕm

j Þ2
Nc

�1=2

: ð6Þ

In the above equation, Nc gives the number of cells into
which the experimental volume is subdivided, with ϕi

j

representing the concentration of species j in the ith cell of
the system, and ϕm

j the mean concentration of particles of
species j in the system as a whole. The value is normalized
by a quantity Imax which corresponds to the maximal
achievable value of the term fPNc

i¼1½ðϕi
j − ϕm

j Þ2=Nc�1=2g
such that Is lies between a value of 0 (perfect mixing) and
unity (complete segregation).
For further information regarding the PEPT technique

and its application to bidisperse systems, please refer to
Refs. [44,45,52–55].

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

For simple, cylindrical drum geometries, axial banding is
found to be absent across the entire parameter range
explored, as expected from prior studies. For all particle
concentrations [ϕh;l

m ∈ ð0.1; 0.9Þ] and drum lengths
[L ∈ ð90; 270Þ mm], the distributions of l and h particles
exhibit only the end-wall-induced segregation expected
from previous works [25,27], with no evidence of “true”
axial banding—i.e., no significant concentration variations
within the main body of the system. The broad general form
of the particle distributions is shown in Fig. 4. The lack of
axial banding across a wide range of system sizes is further
illustrated in Fig. 5—for all cylindrical systems [the images
in Figs. 5(a)–5(c) and 5(e)], we see a distinct lack of
modulation in the radius of the h-particle core formed,
indicative of an absence of axial banding.
When the cylindrical geometry is replaced with an

alternating arrangement of (convex) pentagonal and (con-
cave) pentagramal segments, however, we see strong,
clearly defined axial banding. Examples of this banding
may be seen in Fig. 6, while Fig. 5(d) directly shows the

narrowing and broadening of the h-particle core, similar to
the observations of Hill and co-workers [21,42,56] for
bidisperse-by-size (s) systems—though, as discussed
shortly, driven by differing mechanisms.
As noted by prior researchers exploring axial segregation

in bidisperse-by-size systems [21], a radially segregated
core of particles remains even in the “banded” state, as may
be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. While the core persists throughout
the majority of the system’s axial length, its diameter
fluctuates considerably, breaching the surface to form
dense-particle bands at some axial positions and becoming
almost vanishingly small at others, being onlyOð1Þ particle
diameter in width. As such, the system is not fully
segregated along its entire length. This behavior once
again forms a direct analog to the behaviors of the smaller
particle species of axially banded s systems [21].
Systems formed with relatively small concave and

convex segment lengths dx < 36 mm, irrespective of the
total drum length, possess relatively consistent global
segregation strengths lying in the range 0.4≲ Is ≲ 0.5.
However, on a local level, the axial centers of the individual
h-particle bands are observed to achieve purities approach-
ing 90%. As noted briefly above, the discrepancy between
local band purity and global segregation strength is
unsurprising, as the undulatory nature of the h-particle
core will provide a continuous, as opposed to a sharp,
transition between h-species bands and l-species bands. By

FIG. 4. Variation with axial position, x, of the local concen-
tration of heavy and light particles, ϕh;l. Data are shown for
systems possessing mean concentrations, ϕh

m, equal to (a) 0.9 and
(b) 0.5. In each image, ϕh is represented by filled circles and ϕl

by open circles, with dashed and dotted lines, respectively,
representing ϕh

m and ϕl
m.
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definition, the continuous nature of this transition will
create a finite number of regions in which both species
coexist in comparable numbers, thus lowering the overall Is
value when averaging over the system as a whole.
It is important to note that the induced axial segregation

is not limited to the specific pentagon-pentagram combi-
nation discussed above. Simple, visual observations of
other convex-concave pairings clearly show the presence of
axial banding for various convex-concave permutations of
the polygonal cross sections listed in Sec. II A.
For all convex-concave drum geometries explored,

irrespective of the system length or the ordering of convex
and concave regions, the heavier species is observed to
predominate convex regions, and the lighter species con-
cave regions. This is the first time such segregation has
been demonstrated for bidisperse-by-density systems.
Because of the reliance of PEPT analysis on the time

averaging of the data, it is impossible to precisely quantify
the rate of segregation within the system. However, by

subdividing the experimental data into overlapping time
windows and comparing the fields produced by each
window, it is possible to determine an upper limit on the
time scale for segregation by determining the approximate
point at which the system reaches its steady state. Our data
suggest that the segregative process is complete after no
more than 1 h; however, it is highly possible that the true
time scale is significantly shorter than this upper threshold.
The determination of an accurate time scale for the
geometrically induced segregation of bidisperse-by-density
systems represents a valuable direction for future research.
The ability to induce axial banding in d systems, where

such segregation is, under otherwise identical circumstan-
ces, absent can be explained through a loose analogy with
the work of Zik et al. [2] in s systems, who showed that an
axial modulation in the diameter of a drum could induce a
local change in the angle of repose, θ. This spatial
modulation would prompt (more mobile) larger particles
to predominantly flow towards this region, thus further
lowering θ, attracting still larger particles and so on until
strong axial segregation is achieved. In d systems, however,
as previously noted, the requisite difference in the angle of
repose between species is seemingly absent, i.e., the
diameter modulation exploited by Zik et al. [2] is unlikely
to induce segregation—hence, the decision to instead
implement a convex-concave geometry, which is known
to impose axial variations in mean particle velocity [39].
Specifically, the peak velocities achieved in concave drum
segments are considerably higher than in convex segments.
In a given flow region, both species can be expected [57]—
and indeed are observed—to possess equal mean velocities.
In the present case of equally sized, identically shaped
particles possessing equal velocities, the penetration length
of a moving particle is directly proportional to its material
density [58]. Thus, h particles from (faster-flowing)

FIG. 5. Three-dimensional visualization of the radial cores of h
particles formed for various systems. (a)–(c) Uniform cylinders
with L ¼ 162 mm and mean concentrations ϕh

m ¼ 0.8, 0.2, and
0.5, respectively. (d) A system with L ¼ 162 mm whose internal
geometry alternates between convex and concave along the axial
direction, with six alternating pentagonal and pentagramal
sections, each 27 mm wide. (e) A uniform cylinder with L ¼
270 mm and ϕh

m ¼ 0.5. For all images, f ¼ 0.33.

FIG. 6. Two-dimensional particle concentration fields. (Left) A
system divided into six axial segments of width ΔL ¼ 27 mm,
arranged in an alternating pattern of concave (pentagramal) and
convex (pentagonal) segments, beginning at x ¼ 0 with a con-
cave geometry. (Right) A series of nine similar segments with
ΔL ¼ 18 mm, beginning and ending with a concave geometry. In
each image, red represents a region occupied entirely by h
particles, while blue represents a pure region of l particles. For
both systems, (ϕh

m ¼ 0.5) and f ¼ 1
3
.
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concave sections are more likely to penetrate deep into
adjacent convex regions, with l particles more likely to
simply remain in their current segment. A simple pictorial
representation of this proposed mechanism may be seen in
Fig. 7. Direct evidence of this behavior can indeed be seen
from our PEPT data, which shows h particles in the free-
surface flow region of the system to exhibit greater mean
axial displacement than l particles for equivalent downslope
transits. Moreover, since h particles are more likely to
displace l particles during their transit, l particles in convex
regions are also more likely to be “pushed” to concave
regions. As this process continues, the increased relative
density of h particles in convex segments will make it
progressively harder for l particles to enter these regions,
and easier for them to enter concave regions, creating a
positive feedback reminiscent of spinodal decomposition,
and hence a strongly segregated final state. The proposed
mechanism may also explain the reduced segregation
observed at lower rotation rates, as the inherent reduction
in particle velocity will render h particles in concave regions
considerably less likely to penetrate far into neighboring
sections. The reduced lateral transit of h particles at lowerω
is also clearly reflected in our experimental data. The
tendency of h particles to occupy convex—as opposed to
concave—regions also makes sense in terms of energy
minimization, as particles in these regions possess a lower
average center of mass. Energy minimization has indeed
recently been shown to be a key driving factor in the
segregative behaviors of (vibrofluidized) granular beds [59].
It is valuable to note that the mechanisms underlying the

axial segregation of bidisperse-by-density (d) systems are
entirely distinct from all mechanisms currently proposed to
explain the banding observed in s systems [2,40,60,61]—a
further, notable refutation of the generally held assumption
that our expectations of s systems can be generalized to
equivalent d systems.
The variable system geometry allows both the positions

and widths of l- and h-particle bands to be deliberately
controlled. Thus, an arbitrary number of segregation pat-
terns can be created (see, for example, Fig. 6).Moreover, the
bands formed are seemingly free from the “coarsening” [62]
observed in conventional systems: beds rotated for >24 h
show no observable deviation from their initial segregated
state. In other words, the bands formed are stable, perma-
nent, and reproducible, as opposed to the transient, meta-
stable bands observed in geometrically uniform beds
[32,42,63], allowing a predictive knowledge of the particle
distribution within our system—a potentially valuable
ability for both future research and practical applications.
The forced banding produced by the system’s inhomo-
geneous geometry is found to persist for differing filling
fractions (1

3
≤f≤ 2

3
), Froude numbers (0.010 ≤ Fr ≤ 0.052)

and relative particle concentration (1
3
≤ ϕh

m ≤ 1
2
), although

the variation of these parameters is found to affect the purity
of the bands formed.

The strength of axial segregation is also found to exhibit
a dependence of the length of the segments used, but not on
the length of the drum as a whole. For example, two
systems 72 and 144 mm long, each formed exclusively of
alternating 18-mm segments, are observed to form equally
clearly defined bands. Conversely, a 162-mm system
comprising six 27-mm segments is found to display
stronger segregation than a similar system composed of
two 81-mm sections. Our data broadly suggest an approx-
imately consistent segregation strength for relatively short
segment lengths (dx≲ 36 mm) but a weakening of this
segregation for longer segments, although further work is
required to confirm and establish the functional form of this
relation. In general, as the strength of axial segregation
increases (decreases), the uniformity of the radial core
diameter decreases (increases)—i.e., the strength of radial
segregation is, as one may intuitively expect, inversely
proportional to that of axial segregation.

FIG. 7. Simple schematic diagram illustrating key concepts of
our proposed mechanism for axial segregation. In the diagram,
white segments represent concave regions, where particle veloc-
ities are relatively high compared to the adjacent convex regions
(shaded). We depict a single pair of particles, one light glass
particle (blue) and one heavy steel particle (gray). Both particles
begin with equal velocity vectors vl ¼ vh and are placed at
equivalent positions in two equivalent concave regions of the bed.
We assume, for clarity and simplicity, the bed’s makeup to be
uniform other than for the asymmetric placement of the two
particles depicted. As both particles have equivalent initial
velocities but unequal masses, the h particle, which possesses
higher momentum, will be able to penetrate more deeply into the
slower-flowing (convex) neighboring section. Panels (a) and (b)
show the system at two given points in time, t and t þ Δ t,
respectively, where Δt is an arbitrary increment in time.
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Because of the multiple control parameters associated
with rotating systems and the accordingly expansive
parameter space to be explored, further research is required
to fully establish the optimal conditions for segregation. For
the purposes of this paper, it suffices to note that the
phenomena discussed are not limited to a specific or
restrictive parameter set.
The findings of this paper—particularly our discovery of

a means through which axial segregation may be induced in
bidisperse-by-density systems—carry potentially signifi-
cant industrial applications. For instance, rotating-drum
systems are often used in a variety of industrial processes in
which heating of the granulate is required—examples
include coating, drying, the induction of chemical reac-
tions, and a variety of processes in the food sector. As
discussed above, by inducing axial segregation, we also act
to inhibit radial segregation [20]. Particles of both species
are thus encouraged to explore the full radial extent of the
system in a manner not possible in strongly radially
segregated beds; the ability of particles of both species
to access the full radial extent of the bed is easily confirmed
by our PEPT data. As such, in our strongly axially
segregated systems, the contact time between particles
and the walls of the system (where heating will typically
predominantly occur [64]) will me more even between
dissimilar species, thus significantly aiding the uniformity
of heating within the system.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Using experimental data acquired using PEPT, we
provide evidence of density-induced axial banding,
achieved via the exploitation of nonuniform system geom-
etries. Moreover, we have demonstrated that, using modi-
fied system geometries, it is possible to directly control the
axial patterning exhibited by a system, producing a
predetermined number of stable axial bands, with known
positions and sizes. The mechanism underlying the
observed segregative process is found to be entirely distinct
from those which create banding in bidisperse-by-size (s)
systems.
Our results in general emphasize that the behaviors of

bidisperse-by-density systems cannot be predicted from, or
understood using, our knowledge of s systems, underlining
the need to further study the currently under-researched
systems explored here.
Our observations carry potentially important applica-

tions both for a number of widely utilized industrial
processes and for future research.
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